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Abstract

As robots and other autonomous agents become more
widespread� there will be a greater need for them to
work cooperatively to accomplish complex� long�duration
tasks� Such groups of agents will often be highly het�
erogeneous and open� that is� agents will enter or leave
the system while the task is being performed� This
presents a formidable problem for organizing and control�
ling the agents� In this paper� we present an approach
to this problem for autonomous oceanographic sampling
networks �AOSNs�� which are groups of robots and sensor
platforms that cooperate to sample an area over a long pe�
riod of time� The approach uses two organizations to con�
trol the agents� A task�level organization �TLO� controls
the system during the actual mission� and a meta�level

organization �MLO� is responsible for self�organization of
the system� design of the TLO to �t the situation� and re�
organization as necessary� This approach allows the TLO
to be highly e�cient� while allowing the MLO to give the
overall system a great deal of �exibility in adapting to
change�

I Introduction

Autonomous oceanographic sampling networks
�AOSNs� 	Curtin et al�� 
���� are multirobot systems
being developed to collect data from the ocean over
long periods of time� During deployment� the AOSN
may alter its task in response to previouslycollected
data or new instructions from scientists� An AOSN
will be composed of a wide variety of components�
including autonomous underwater vehicles �AUVs��
remotelyoperated vehicles �ROVs�� and nonmobile
instrument platforms� Because underwater robots
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are so expensive to develop� and because so few ex
ist� components of the AOSN will include AUVs and
ROVs that have been loaned to the AOSN by under
sea robotics laboratories�

Like all multiagent systems� the AOSN requires a
mechanism for organizing its components� However�
AOSNs have several characteristics which make ex
isting approaches for organization inappropriate� We
believe these characteristics will be shared by an in
creasing number of systems as more robots become
available and are used to perform more complex mis
sions over longer periods of time� These characteris
tics are�

Organization and reorganization must be au�

tonomous� Finding the appropriate organization
for a system requires knowledge of organizational the
ory as well as knowledge of the components of the sys
tem� Because the system will interact with �users�
instead of �operators�� we do not want to burden the
user with having to de�ne the organization� In ad
dition� we would like the system to be able to oper
ate without any user intervention� Since the situation
may change and reorganization may be required at
any time� the system must be able to reorganize au
tonomously�

The system will be composed of a wide va�

riety of agents� The system will be composed of
robots with a wide range of capabilities depending on
the available robots and the tasks which the system
is to perform� Consequently� there will be many more
di�erences between robots than in most previous het
erogeneous systems� In particular� robots will have
di�erent levels of intelligence� some will be able to
reason about the organization while others will have
only the intelligence required to perform some speci�c
task�

The composition of the system will change�

Because the system will be deployed for long periods�
we expect robots to come and go� Robots will leave
the system due to failure or because they are needed
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Figure �� A two�level approach to AOSN control�

outside of the AOSN� Robots may also join the system
when they are no longer needed elsewhere� In addi
tion� new robots may be developed which are added
to the system�

The tasks of the system may change� When
ever a system interacts with the real world� its task
may change in response to unexpected features of the
environment or in response to the system�s own ac
tivities� A task may be successfully completed or the
results of one task may cause another to be created�
For example� exploratory robots may be able to de
termine when they have found something interesting
and� based on that information� generate a task to
explore that area in more detail� The user may also
change the assigned task of the system� This is par
ticularly likely for systems that are deployed for long
periods� because the situation� the users� goals� or the
users may change�

Communication is severely limited� In the
ocean� acoustic communication is essentially the only
option for communication that does not require break
ing the surface� Current acoustic modems have baud
rates signi�cantly below that of o�theshelf telephone
modems� Many other domains and tasks also have
communication constraints� For example� in covert
operations� it is essential that communication be kept
to a minimum� Even domains that have seemingly un
limited communication have some constraints on com
munication� including processing constraints which
limit the amount of information that the agent can un
derstand� as well as its ability to perform other tasks
while communicating�

Excellent performance is expected� As
robotics research advances� users will have elevated
expectations about the performance of the system�
Systems� at a minimum� will have to perform their
task e�ectively� In addition� the systems should be ef
�cient and reliable� For example� an AOSN will need

to guarantee its users high levels of data quality and
coverage� To these ends� there must be some global
control to ensure e�ciency and monitor expected re
sults�

Existing CDPS approaches fall short on address
ing one or more of these characteristics� For ex
ample� Partial Global Planning �PGP� 	Durfee �
Lesser� 
���� requires all agents to have sophisticated
problemsolving abilities� and it does not take the
sort of global perspective necessary to ensure data
quality� The Contract Net Protocol �CNP� 	Smith�

���� also fails to take a global approach to design
ing the organization it creates� and it is not clear how
well it handles the failure or exit of midlevel or top
level managers� Multiagent planning approaches 	e�g��
Cammarata et al �� 
���� George�� 
����� though tak
ing a global perspective� do not cope well with the
possibility of the planning agent�s� failing or leaving
the system� Limited bandwidth is a problem for al
most all approaches� In addition� most existing ap
proaches su�er from a tradeo� between �exibility and
e�ciency� E�cient approaches are not particularly
adaptable when the situation changes� and �exible
approaches are not as e�cient as might be desired�
A middleground approach is worse than either� the
system will be neither adaptive enough nor e�cient
enough�

We have developed a twolevel approach to control
ling AOSNs to address these problems� Two organi
zations are used to control the agents� A task�level or�
ganization �TLO� controls the actual missionrelated
tasks� and a meta�level organization �MLO� is used
to design as e�cient a TLO as possible� Only the
robots in the MLO are required to reason about the
organization� The MLO selforganizes and can take
a global perspective to design a TLO� The TLO then
conducts the mission until there is a change beyond
its capability to adapt� At that point� the MLO again
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Figure �� MLO formation protocol�

regains control to reorganize the system by repairing
or designing a new TLO� This provides both e�ciency
and �exibility�

In the remainder of this paper� we �rst discuss the
approach in general� then look more closely at task
assignment and at how reorganization takes place in
the system� We then describe the simulation testbed
in which this work is being developed�

II A Two�Level Approach to Organizing

CDPS Systems

Our overall approach is shown in Figure 
� The oper
ation of the system is partitioned into two general
phases� one controlled by the metalevel organiza
tion and one controlled by the tasklevel organization�
Within these are smaller phases� All activities of the
system and the agents are controlled by protocols that
dictate acceptable actions given the situation and the
phase the system is in� All vehicles and instrument
platforms �VIPs� that participate in the system must
abide by the protocols or a subset of the protocols ap
propriate for their level of participation� Thus those
that can participate in the MLO must be able to fol
low most of the protocols� while those that can partic
ipate only in the TLO must follow the TLO protocols
relevant to them�

A Meta�Level Organization

The metalevel organization is composed of those
agents present that have the capability to reason
about which organization is appropriate for the mis
sion� This means that these agents� called MLO
agents � must be fairly sophisticated� The MLO� then�
will contain a subset of the VIPs present�

When �rst deployed� the task facing the AOSN�s
agents is to selforganize into a metalevel organiza
tion capable of designing the tasklevel organization�
We assume that the system may not initially have

much knowledge of itself� This could happen� for ex
ample� if the VIPs were deployed by air drop� in which
case not all may survive� or if they were supposed to
rendezvous at a location� in which case not all may
have arrived� Thus� the MLO cannot be created a
priori � nor should it rely on the presence of particular
VIPs�

Consequently� our MLO formation protocol makes
few assumptions about which agents will be present�
The agents capable of participating in the MLO
�calledMLO agents� each carry out a simple sequence
of actions designed to identify their peers� Figure �
shows the protocol used for forming the MLO�� The
result is a ��at� metalevel organization in which each
member can communicate with all the others and no
single agent is in charge� As long as there is a sin
gle MLO agent present� the MLO can form and the
mission can continue�

The exchange of information speci�ed by the MLO
formation protocol establishes common knowledge of
the MLO�s membership and location of the agents�
The next task is to determine the total capabilities
available to the AOSN to conduct its task� This is
done by the MLO discovery protocol �see Figure ���
which guides the MLO agents in querying nonMLO
VIPs about their abilities�

We treat each agent as a black box with advertised
capabilities 	see� e�g�� Turner et al �� 
����� This sim
pli�es designing the TLO� as it abstracts away unnec
essary detail about the speci�cs of the agent�s im
plementation� It also facilitates interoperability of
disparate agents� since a �vocabulary� of capabilities
provides a common interface to the agents and a stan
dard way of communicating about them� In many
ways� the bene�ts are similar to those from object
oriented programming� This representation of agents
means that� practically speaking� any VIP can partic
ipate in the system as long as it is capable of respond

�In this and the other protocol diagrams
 only the major path�
ways are shown for clarity	
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ing appropriately to queries about its capabilities�

At the end of the protocol shown in Figure �� the
MLO knows all the capabilities of all agents in the
system� To reduce bandwidth requirements� our cur
rent MLO organization distributes responsibility for
this knowledge among the MLO agents� Each MLO
agent is responsible for knowing about the capabilities
of those VIPs closest to it�

At this point� the MLO can proceed to design the
TLO� The current protocol� shown in Figure �� calls
for a single planner to be selected by convention from
among the MLO agents� The planner gathers infor
mation from its peers about capabilities related to
accomplishing the mission at hand� then it designs a
tasklevel organization� In the future� we will examine
how and when to distribute the planning task among
multiple MLO agents�

We currently restrict the kinds of organizations con
sidered for the TLO to be hierarchies� Hierarchical or
ganizational structures have several bene�ts� includ
ing e�ciency of communication 	Malone� 
����� e�ec
tiveness in the face of uncertainty 	Fox� 
��
�� and
the possibility of global coherence of actions� since
there is a toplevel manager� Even with this restric
tion� however� the problem of designing a TLO is rich
enough to be interesting� since hierarchies can vary
along a number of axes� including the kind and tim
ing of communication allowed� number of levels� and
whether or not peers are allowed to cooperate outside
the management structure� In the future� we plan to
broaden our consideration to include other kinds of
tasklevel organizational structures�

The planner designs the TLO by matching VIP ca
pabilities to mission tasks� creating the hierarchy�s
management structure� and assigning VIPs to man
agement roles� based again on their advertised ca

pabilities� Our �rst implementation of task assign
ment used a very simple �rst�t mechanism� and the
assignment of management roles is done using sim
ple heuristics �e�g�� pick a manager from among the
agents working on a task� if possible�� The second
version is based on constrained heuristic search 	Fox
et al �� 
����� in which task assignment is treated as a
constraint satisfaction problem� This is described in
more detail in Section III� In the future� we intend to
examine the feasibility of using an enhanced version of
the distributed constrained heuristic search algorithm
	Sycara et al �� 
��
� for task assignment to allow the
entire MLO to participate� We will also extend the
approach to organizational design in two ways� First�
we are developing a representation for organizations
that will allow an agent to analyze the situation� then
quickly choose an organization type and speci�c pa
rameters based on the situation�s features� Second�
we will ultimately examine the feasibility of incorpo
rating management roles into the �tasks� assigned by
CHS�
Once the TLO is designed� the planner informs the

new managers of their roles and whom they control
and tells the toplevel manager to begin work� The
planner then sends a message to its peers in the MLO
informing them that the MLO is now dissolved�

B Task�Level Organization

Once formed� the tasklevel organization controls the
AOSN until the mission is complete or there is a
change severe enough to be beyond the TLO�s ability
to accommodate�
Figure � shows the major protocol used in hierar

chical TLOs� When a TLO manager receives noti�
cation of its assignment� it analyzes itself and its sub
ordinates to identify any slack resources �e�g�� unused
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capabilities�� This information is passed to the TLO�s
toplevel manager� which keeps a record of the slack
capabilities and VIPs present in the system� This
gives the TLO a limited ability to respond to changes
in the task or its own composition� as discussed in Sec
tion IV� When the manager receives a �begin work�
message� it passes it along to its subordinates �which
pass it along to their subordinates� etc�� and begins
work on its own task�s��
We have not yet de�ned protocols governing

missionrelated aspects of the AOSN control such
as communication between manager and subordinate
during work on tasks� To a large extent� this will de
pend on the speci�cs of the task� manager� and sub
ordinate� Protocols will be needed� however� to allow
the managers of the TLO to gather and maintain cur
rent information about the state of the TLO and the
mission� This will be addressed in future work�

III Task Assignment

Task assignment identi�es the VIP which will perform
each required task� The task assignment algorithm
receives a task decomposition tree as input� A task
decomposition tree is a standard representation used
by problem solvers that can be produced for a given
mission by the planner selected for TLO formation�
The tree represents all of the alternative methods for
carrying out the assigned mission and the capabilities
required by each alternative� Only a VIP that has
some capability can be assigned to deliver that capa
bility� and no VIP can be assigned tasks in excess of
its resources�
Task assignment is currently implemented using a

variant of constrained heuristic search �CHS� 	Fox
et al �� 
���� that has been extended for task decom
position trees 	Turner � Turner� in press�� CHS was
chosen as the basis for our task assignment algorithm
because it e�ciently �nds a solution if one exists� CHS
ties constraint satisfaction to heuristic search by sup
plying operators which add constraints and variables
to the constraint graph� The alternative methods
for carrying out the task are selected using heuristics
which indicate how likely it is that an assignment can
be found within the resource constraints of the VIP�
The selected capabilities are placed in a constraint
graph as variables whose values are constrained by
the resource limitations of the VIPs� Then constraint
satisfaction techniques are used to �nd a solution�

IV Handling Change

Changes will occur during the operation of an AOSN
that may require reorganizing the system� We are
currently focusing on changes in composition of the
AOSN� Agents will fail during long duration missions�
In systems such as AOSNs� in which robots may be
on loan to the system� agents will also need to exit the
system as they are needed elsewhere� In addition� as
robots become available� it is desirable to allow them
to enter the system to augment its resources�
If an agent has time and su�cient knowledge� it

may be able to gracefully leave the system by notify
ing the MLO or TLO� whichever currently exists� A
protocol for doing this in the context of the TLO is
shown in Figure �� This protocol is speci�c for hier
archical TLOs and requires the toplevel manager to
maintain a list of slack resources present in the sys
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tem� If the toplevel manager itself needs to leave�
it can consult this list to determine if there is an
other agent present that can take over for it� If not�
then the manager has exhausted the TLO�s ability to
adapt and initiates reorganization via reforming an
MLO� as discussed below� If the exiting agent is not
the toplevel manager� it signals its manager and� if
that manager has knowledge about resources under
its control that can be assigned to replace the agent�
it replaces the agent and passes information up the
hierarchy about the change� Otherwise� it noti�es its
own manager about the agent�s intention to exit and
lets that manager attempt to handle the change in
the context of its more global viewpoint� Ultimately�
if no other manager can handle the change� then the
toplevel manager will attempt to replace the exiting
agent� If it cannot� it will initiate reorganization by
the MLO�

It would be overly optimistic to assume that in all
�or even most� cases� agents can exit gracefully� When
an agent fails� it often will not have the time or the
ability to signal its manager� In such cases� the agent�s
manager and peers will have to determine that the
agent has failed� This is� in general� a very di�cult
problem that we will address in future work� Once
failure is detected� however� it can be treated similarly
to a more graceful exit�

The entry of new agents is also important� A new
agent�s arrival will not force the TLO or MLO to re
organize� but the availability of its capabilities will
often provide an opportunity to achieve a task more
e�ectively or to work on a task impossible to achieve

previously� For example� at the time the TLO was cre
ated� perhaps the only vehicle present that could take
data samples of a particular kind was one whose nav
igational precision was poor enough that some data
points would be missed� Later� if a vehicle with the
required sensor and a much better navigational sys
tem enters the AOSN� it would make sense to assign
it to take over the old agent�s task�

Our agent entry protocols are su�ciently complex�
due to the need to handle agent entry in any phase
of AOSN operation� that space does not permit a dis
cussion here� They are� however� discussed elsewhere
	Chappell et al �� 
�����

The tasklevel organization will not always be able
to accommodate to agents entering or leaving� since it
is meant to be e�cient� not �exible� In these cases� the
MLO regains control to reorganize the system� Other
sorts of changes can also lead to reorganization� For
example� the environment may change signi�cantly�
the mission can be changed by a user� or a task can
fail� In these cases� some agent or agents in the TLO
must detect the change� The agent can then either
send a message up the hierarchy or attempt to initiate
a reorganization without the participation of the top
level manager� The latter may be the case if the agent
detecting the change has more information or is more
intelligent than the toplevel manager�

Figure � shows a reorganization protocol� When
the toplevel manager requests a reorganization� the
MLO is immediately reformed� Other agents follow a
di�erent protocol� First� they broadcast a message to
ensure that all agents agree to the reorganization� If



so� the MLO is reformed� This protocol is tentative�
and will be changed as work progresses�

MLO reformation is identical to its initial forma
tion� This is because the situation will likely have
changed signi�cantly since the last time the MLO ex
isted� Consequently� we cannot rely on the presence of
any of the MLO agents that participated previously�
In the future� we will evaluate the usefulness of allow
ing the MLO to remain in existence while the TLO
is controlling the system� This will likely decrease
the time necessary to reorganize at the expense of in
creased bandwidth utilization during the mission�

V The Simulator

A simulation testbed was created in which to develop
and evaluate the approach described above� Instead
of building the usual sort of AI simulator� in which
the decisionmaking processes of individual agents is
simulated in detail� we chose to create a rulebased
simulator that focuses on the aggregate properties of
a group of agents following the protocols� This allows
us to focus on the protocols rather than on how the
agents are implemented�

This approach has several advantages� Develop
ment time is saved by not concerning ourselves with
the internal decisionmaking of agents� Time that
would normally be spent designing and programming
the agents is instead available for developing and eval
uating the protocols� This is also in keeping with the
approach being simulated� since this does not over
commit to the kinds of agents that will be in the
simulated system� agents are treated as black boxes
with wellde�ned behavior �i�e�� as governed by the
prototocols�� The rulebased approach makes it very
easy to implement new protocols or change existing
ones� since protocols are readily implemented as sets
of rules� This allows rapid testing of new ideas in
the simulator� A very important bene�t of this kind
of simulator is that we can concentrate on evaluating
the protocols without worrying about how the partic
ular decisionmaking processes of the agents impacted
the results� This type of simulator also allows higher
�delity rules and algorithms to replace lower�delity
versions as they become available�

The simulator is written in the CLIPS 	Giarratano�

���� forwardchaining rulebased system� There are
approximately ��� rules currently in the simulator
that implement the protocol simulation itself� the en
vironment� vehicle motion� and discreteevent simula
tion capabilities� In addition� the simulator includes
C and Lisp code� The CLIPS and C portions of the

00:00:00 (SIM) new agent EAVE-Ariel is broadcasting organization-present?
         message.  
00:00:00 (SIM) new agent EAVE-Arista is broadcasting organization-present?
         message.  

00:00:05 (MLO) EAVE-Ariel: received organization-present? message from
         EAVE-Arista 
00:00:30 (MLO) EAVE-Ariel believes it has waited long enough for replies.
00:00:30 (MLO) EAVE-Ariel is initiating MLO formation with agents =
         (EAVE-Arista EAVE-Ariel)

00:00:35 (MLO) Agents are attempting to discover other VIPs.  
00:00:35 (MLO) EAVE-Arista --> EAVE-Ariel: I have capability(ies) (CDPS 
         survey-side-scan-sonar transit search acoustic-link manage manage
         manage manage manage), and I’m at location (10 10 10).  

00:00:40 (MLO) mooring-Able broadcasting: I am at (0 0 0).  
00:00:40 (MLO) mooring-Baker broadcasting: I am at (200 0 0).  

00:01:35 (MLO) Closest MLO agent EAVE-Ariel now controls mooring-Able
00:01:35 (MLO) EAVE-Ariel --> mooring-Able: tell me your capabilities.
 
00:01:40 (MLO) mooring-Able -> EAVE-Ariel: I have capabilities (radio
         acoustic-link LBL). 

00:01:45 (MLO) MLO formation complete.

00:01:45 (MLO) Selecting EAVE-Ariel as planner (convention: first in MLO).
00:01:45 (MLO) Planner EAVE-Ariel querying others about capabilities
         they may contribute for tasks: (background-survey LBL3 LBL2 LBL1
         communication-relay convex).

00:02:00 (MLO) EAVE-Arista --> EAVE-Ariel: these agents may work: (AUV 
         mooring-Charlie mooring-Baker mooring-Delta CONVEX-mooring
         EAVE-Arista).

00:02:05 (MLO) EAVE-Arista manages mooring-Able.
00:02:05 (MLO) EAVE-Arista manages EAVE-Ariel.
00:02:05 (MLO) EAVE-Arista manages mooring-Delta.
00:02:05 (MLO) EAVE-Arista manages mooring-Charlie.
00:02:05 (MLO)   EAVE-Ariel manages CONVEX-mooring.
00:02:05 (MLO)   EAVE-Ariel manages AUV.
00:02:05 (MLO)   EAVE-Ariel manages mooring-Baker.
00:02:05 (MLO)   mooring-Able is working on task LBL1.
00:02:05 (MLO)   mooring-Baker is working on task LBL3.
00:02:05 (MLO)   mooring-Charlie is working on task LBL2.
00:02:05 (MLO)   CONVEX-mooring is working on task convex.
00:02:05 (MLO)   mooring-Delta is working on task communication-relay.
00:02:05 (MLO)   AUV is working on task background-survey.
00:02:05 (MLO) EAVE-Ariel -> all: dissolve meta-level organization.

;; MLO formation phase:

;; [...]

;; MLO discovery phase:

;; [...]

;; [...]

;; [...]  

;; [...]   

;; TLO design phase:

;; [...]

;; [...]

Figure 
� Example simulator output�

simulator are available on the Web�� Figure � shows
example output from the simulator�

VI Conclusion and Future Work

As robots and other autonomous agents become more
widely used� there will be a greater need for them
to work cooperatively to accomplish complex� long
duration tasks� Often these systems of agents will
have characteristics and requirements similar to those
of autonomous oceanographic sampling networks� au
tonomous organization�reorganization will be needed�

�http���cdps	umcs	maine	edu�MAUV



the system will be highly heterogeneous� its composi
tion and tasks will change over time� communication
bandwidth will be limited� and rigorous performance
measures will have to be satis�ed�
In this paper� we have discussed our approach to

controlling such systems� We have developed a two
level organizational approach that addresses concerns
of �exibility and e�ciency without trading them o�
against one another� The tasklevel organization can
be designed to be highly e�cient� though in�exible�
with the metalevel organization stepping in to reor
ganize when the situation changes�
We are currently developing and evaluating proto

cols that implement this approach� Future work will
re�ne and extend the protocols based on the results
of empirical simulation studies that are currently in
progress� We will explore distributing the task assign
ment mechanisms across multiple MLO agents� Char
acteristics of organizational structures will be delin
eated� along with features of situations in which they
are appropriate� This will allow the development of a
mechanism for quickly selecting an appropriate orga
nizational structure based on the current situation� In
the longer term� we anticipate testing this approach
in a �elded AOSN�
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